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Key Features

Build statistical models with linear regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA)●

Create your own modules and contribute to the Julia package system●

Complete an extensive data science project through the entire cycle from ETL to analytics and data●

visualization

Book Description

Julia is a well-constructed programming language with fast execution speed, eliminating the classic problem
of performing analysis in one language and translating it for performance into a second. This book will help
you develop and enhance your programming skills in Julia to solve real-world automation challenges.

This book starts off with a refresher on installing and running Julia on different platforms. Next, you will
compare the different ways of working with Julia and explore Julia's key features in-depth by looking at
design and build. You will see how data works using simple statistics and analytics, and discover Julia's
speed, its real strength, which makes it particularly useful in highly intensive computing tasks and observe
how Julia can cooperate with external processes in order to enhance graphics and data visualization. Finally,
you will look into meta-programming and learn how it adds great power to the language and establish
networking and distributed computing with Julia.

What You Will Learn

Install and build Julia and configure it with your environment●

Build a data science project through the entire cycle of ETL, analytics, and data visualization●

Understand the type system and principles of multiple dispatch for a better coding experience in Julia●

Interact with data files and data frames to study simple statistics and analytics●

Display graphics and visualizations to carry out modeling and simulation in Julia●

Use Julia to interact with SQL and NoSQL databases●

Work with distributed systems on the Web and in the cloud●

Develop your own packages and contribute to the Julia Community●

About the Author

Malcolm Sherrington has been working in computing for over 35 years. He currently runs his own
company in the finance sector, and is particularly interested in High Performance Computing and
applications of GPUs and parallelism. Malcolm is also the organizer of the London Julia User Group, and
co-organizer of the UK High Performance Computing and the financial engineers and Quant London meetup
groups.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Haas:

Do you have favorite book? In case you have, what is your favorite's book? Book is very important thing for
us to find out everything in the world. Each book has different aim or goal; it means that book has different
type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They can be reading whatever
they have because their hobby is actually reading a book. Consider the person who don't like reading through
a book? Sometime, particular person feel need book when they found difficult problem or exercise. Well,
probably you should have this Mastering Julia.

Anne Hernandez:

Now a day those who Living in the era exactly where everything reachable by connect to the internet and the
resources in it can be true or not require people to be aware of each facts they get. How a lot more to be
smart in getting any information nowadays? Of course the reply is reading a book. Reading a book can help
men and women out of this uncertainty Information mainly this Mastering Julia book because this book
offers you rich facts and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred per cent guarantees there is no
doubt in it you probably know this.

Delores Saenz:

This Mastering Julia usually are reliable for you who want to become a successful person, why. The
explanation of this Mastering Julia can be on the list of great books you must have is usually giving you
more than just simple studying food but feed a person with information that possibly will shock your
preceding knowledge. This book is definitely handy, you can bring it just about everywhere and whenever
your conditions in e-book and printed types. Beside that this Mastering Julia giving you an enormous of
experience for example rich vocabulary, giving you demo of critical thinking that we all know it useful in
your day task. So , let's have it and luxuriate in reading.

Steven Burley:

Don't be worry for anyone who is afraid that this book will filled the space in your house, you might have it
in e-book approach, more simple and reachable. That Mastering Julia can give you a lot of good friends
because by you investigating this one book you have point that they don't and make a person more like an
interesting person. That book can be one of one step for you to get success. This publication offer you
information that possibly your friend doesn't recognize, by knowing more than other make you to be great
folks. So , why hesitate? Let's have Mastering Julia.
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